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BACKGROUND: Remote monitoring to manage heart failure (HF) at home can reduce readmission rates. Notably the implantable CardioMEMS device that measures pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) has proven effective but is both invasive and costly. Our goal is to develop smart home sensors that can monitor HF patients non-invasively and without requiring active patient engagement. The objective of this study is the development and evaluation of ballistocardiography (BCG) as a candidate technology for non-invasive, autonomous monitoring of PAP for HF patients.

METHODS AND RESULTS: BCG records the recoil force generated by the heart during ejection. The force generated by rapid ejection of the blood with each cardiac cycle yields micro-oscillations in the recorded BCG signal. Force and acceleration are equivalent in BCG given that the mass of the blood is assumed constant. Figure-A shows a healthy BCG signal in acceleration. A method for recording BCG has been developed that does not require electrodes, skin contact, or interaction with external devices. In healthy subjects, the dominant vector of acceleration is recorded as the J-wave, which represents the rapid increase in blood velocity with ejection (Figure-B). Fragmentation of J-wave (Figure-C) has been reported to emerge due to dysynchronous ejection between the left and right ventricles (Figure-D). Increased afterload due to elevated PAP may increase dysynchronous biventricular ejection and increase fragmentation of the J-wave. Five patients with advanced HF were recruited to undergo BCG recording on the same day as they underwent clinically indicated right heart catheterization. BCG was recorded while standing for 90 seconds. Mean PAPs of the patients were 19, 41, 30, 40, and 43 mmHg. Six healthy controls were also recruited to undergo BCG recordings. J-wave fragmentation was observed in HF patients with elevated PAPs (Figure-E). Compared to healthy controls (Figure-F), we also observed increased beat-to-beat variation and prolongation of signal duration based on visual inspection. These behaviors were not observed in the HF patient with normal PAP and healthy controls.

CONCLUSION: Preliminary observations support the possibility that J-wave fragmentation of BCG signal recordings may identify increased PAP in HF patients.